Visual cortex of the dolphin: an image analysis study.
On cytoarchitectonic grounds we have identified two distinct types of cortical formations composing the lateral gyrus (visual cortex) of the dolphin and have termed these heterolaminar cortex and homolaminar cortex. The heterolaminar cortex occupies the medial and lateral banks of the entolateral sulcus whereas the homolaminar cortex occupies the remainder of the lateral gyrus both lateral and medial to the entolateral sulcus. Each of these cortices exhibits special cytoarchitectonic features, a major difference being that heterolaminar cortex contains an incipient layer IV whereas layer IV is clearly absent in homolaminar cortex. Quantitative imaging procedures reveal that there is greater laminar differentiation in heterolaminar than in homolaminar cortex. Golgi analysis of neuronal forms and dendritic architecture confirms this distinction between the two types of cortex composing the lateral gyrus. Computer-assisted morphometric methods have been applied to both types of cortex and indicate by a variety of parameters several quantitative differences in the cellular numbers, types, and organization in each type of cortex. Both types of cortex, homolaminar and heterolaminar, exhibit a markedly higher cellular density in the posterior sector of the lateral gyrus than in the anterior sector. We have also for the first time been able to identify a columnar type of organization of the cetacean visual cortex and have described two types of cytoarchitectonic columns, major and minor, in each of these types of cortex. Comparisons in organization of these basic columnar units between the bat, representing a prototypic brain, and the dolphin reveal many similarities but also major quantitative differences in type of organization between the visual cortices in these species. Marked differences are also seen between the cytoarchitectonic columnar organization of the visual cortices in the dolphin and columnar organization of striate cortex in the human brain, the number of columns per unit of cortex in the human being almost twice that seen in the dolphin brain. Some phylogenetic implications of these findings are discussed in relation to the so-called "initial" type of cortical organization reconstructed largely by retrospective inference.